
FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS RETAIL

When I say that sales training, sales enablement, or sales performance improvement work in general is really change
management, I can.

Force field analysis is positive in three ways. For most of us in business leadership positions, this type of
planned change is a real challenge. Where there is equilibrium between the two sets of forces there will be no
change. Show staff that new machines would introduce variety and interest to their jobs. The driving forces are
trying to take over the status quo, and the restraining forces are trying to defend it. A careful plan for change
will usually cause the driving forces to emerge. The -1 benefit of the new machines eliminates "Impact on
environment" as a force against change. It can be used for two purposes - first, for deciding whether to go
ahead and bring the change; second, for fortifying the forces that are supporting the change also known as
driving factor and weaken those which are against it also known as restraining factor. Existing commitments
to partner organizations. In order for change to occur the driving force must exceed the restraining force. First,
it engages the changers in planning for the change. It can be a straight forward problem solving session where
the manager has to convey the proposed idea to the team for deciding what has to be done with a certain issue
or it can be a project analysis with complete discussion of possible obstacles in the path and the ways to
handle them successfully. Now add the forces against change to the right-hand side of your Force Field
Analysis. Created way back in s by Kurt Lewin, it was actually created as a tool for social psychological
purposes. One method is through planning. By now, your Force Field Analysis should look something like the
example in figure 2, below. Install slightly different machines with filters that eliminate pollution. According
to this model, the status quo is like a battlefield being fought for by two armies: the driving forces and the
restraining forces. These changes would swing the balance from against the plan , to in favor of the plan. With
professionally built template comprising of complete customization option, you no more have the burden of
creating the visual aids. Lewin's analysis can be used to: Investigate the balance of power involved in an issue
Identify the key stakeholders on the issue Identify opponents and allies Identify how to influence the target
groups Forces for change include: Internal forces for change from within the business or organisation A
general sense that the business could "do better" Desire to increase profitability and other performance
measures The need to reorganise to increase efficiency and competitiveness Natural ageing and decline in a
business e. Considerations that affect people's health and safety, for example, aren't suited to Force Field
Analysis. When graphics are your weaker link and you are running short of time in combining best of the
content with greatest of the layouts, it is best to choose the pre-designed PowerPoint templates and work your
best with the content to get your message nailed hard into your audiences' mind. One helpful approach to
implementing change, developed by psychologist Kurt Lewin, is the concept of force field analysis.


